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COMMITTEE OBTAINS
STUDENT JOE BOWEN'S MUSIC
OBSERVER FOR FALL INFORMAL
By Bernard L. Pearce

SHARE THE WEALTH

LECTURER

Many Innovations Mark
Arrangements For
First Dance

.■

_

"

■

BRAS SELECTS CAST, Faculty Announces
VEHICLE FOR DRAMA
SOCIETY PRODUCTION Music Department
Mr. Walter M. Aklin
Middle Of December Is
TO
FROSH
SPONSOR
Tentative Date Of
Appointed Dean Of
Performance
SKATING PARTY AT New College Course
PLAYLAND TUESDAY FORESEE GLEE CLUB

Joe Bowen's Flying Birds have
Charles Bras, director of dramatics at Seattle College, yesbeen engaged to play at the Seterday announced the selection of
attle College Fall Informal, BchedOscar Wilde's "The Importance
uled for November 9. Joseph BrieIn accord with its policy of beReidy
Faculty
of Being Earnest," as the fall
lawn, dance chairman, announced
offering of the college drama ing thi? leader in school activities
Advisor;
yesterday. The Flying Birds have
the freshman class is sponsoring
group.
gained prominence in Seattle
skating party to be held Tuesa
For Orchestra
At the same time, Mr. Bras an- day evening. October 29. at the
through their playing on the
nounced
the
final
choice
of
the
by
pleasure
UptCMßd
Mr.
excursions of the KalOpinions
Playland roller skating rink,
Announcements have been postIVnrii- in IIIK column do not akala. and were formerly assocast for the production. John North 13 2nd St. and Greenwood
ed notifying the students of SeProuty was chosen as the very
necessarily reflect the policy of ciated with the Washington AthAvenue. Skating will be from attle College of a course in mulove-lorn John Worthing; June 7:30 p. m.
the Spwta«or. The Editor.
letic Club. The group 1s new to
to 11 p. m.
sic leading to a major or minor
Gwendolyn
Fairfax,
Grinnell as
Seattle College affairs.
An
admission
of 35 cents will in that subject. Walter Max Akobject
Worthlng's
affections;
of
interviewed,
When
Mr. Brischarged, which includes the lin. graduate of the Conservatory
Gene Galvin as the debonaire Al- be
Popes S«vk Justire
lawn made particular note of the
rental
of skates. Tickets may be of Music in Zurich. Switzerland,
gernon
Betty
Tho Reverend Francis J. McWil"Share the Wealth" schemes in mamy departures from old cusMoncrle.ff. and
purchased from any of the fol- accomplished linguist and experiAmerica seem to have been spiked toms and mentioned th,e many In- (iarrigle, S.J., who was the prin- liams as the effervescent Cecily, lowing class officers: William enced director, is the head of this
cipal speaJcer of the first of a compose the lead parts of the
by the assassination of the late novations of this dance.
Miller. Frederick Conyne, Wilseries of Seattle College Cultural play. Lucille Volkey, as the gar- liam Skinner, Angelo Magnano, Inew addition to the school's curand not-too-sorrowfully lamented
riculum, and Rev. Daniel Reidy. S.
"We have an orchestra that Lectures which
Lady
Bracknell: Jack Mowas held on Oc- rulous
Huey P. Ixmg, Kingfish of Tyouisi- has never played
at a Seattle Col- <-li.t 15,
thp Rev. Chasuble, D. John Peter and Marlon McCul- J.. will be the faculty advisor.
riarty.
ns
No
the
K.
of
G.
Hall.
longer
America,
ana.
does
at
lege function. The method of adlough.
Profits from thie affair Private and class instruction in
Mciiurriglo
S]M>ke on D.; Gerald Mcllugh.as Merriman.
Father
railing the neighbors to gather vertising
will
be
used
to purchase a clock voice, violin, piano, cello nnd orthe dance, the departure
Russell,
Lane,
valet;
Bill
as
Thinking," in the
around the family radio to hear from advance ticket sales
for
the
school.
gan will be offered.
the "The Grammar of
on
the senator's words of economic outside, the offering of tickets at this, the first of ten lectures on the butler, and Patricia Monohan,
Playland one takes
To
reach
Prism, the frigid govA collegia glee club and orchesas
Miss
wisdom, work itself Into a froth
thinking.
the art of
Father Mea reduced price to students with
car No. 21 to North 85th St. and tra, which will offer entertainand sally forth to make "every A. S. S. C. cards, are all new to (riirriglt* will, on November 12, erness, complete the cast.
Greenwood Aye.; from there a ment at schcol functions, will be
Announcing the tentative date
man a king."
The ballyhoo of college informuls. Even the lo- present another of these interspecial Playland hus will furnish the immediate
objects of the
disas
enlightening
sharing our wealth appears defiesting
production
and
for the
sometime
of the danee -Sand Point
cation
transportation to the rink with- organization. Courses in the hisnitely to be dead, especially Bince
in the week of December fifCountry Clvb Is new to most courses.
tory, appreciat'on. theory and
the Long machine finds itself un- students,
teenth. Charles Bras has set a out extra cost.
affair having been
no
practice of music will allow the
rigid schedule of rehearsals for
able to stand without the firm, held there by the college for two
students of Seattle College to desteadying hand of the Dictator.
members of this year's cast, and
years. But we hope to give the
vfeJop their talents and Interest,
promises supporters of college
Rut, despite appearances, the students and friends of Seattle
without the necessity of looking
perdramatic?
one
of
the
finest
only thing dead about the College the same good time that
for instruction.
elsewhere
they
have seen in
formances
"Share the Wealth" move Is has always attended past inTWnlnil Are Prominent
many years.
the I.hiil; circus. The princi- formals."
A group of renowned musicians
ples of the more equitable disThe vehicle is a delightfully
Mr. Brislawn drew special attribution of wealth still live,
their
icomedy of manners and
and
comparative
Languages,
Tunny
mutic teachers. somle of naa
student
Announcing
that
j
tention to the sale of tickets at a
and are belnß effectively und
deals with the embarrassing sit- mixer will be held November Ist, tional and international repute,
regisformations
and
of
through
the
methods
price,
which John Worthing at the Knights of Columbus Hall, have been engaged. Besides the
siinc-ly, if quietly, furthered by reduced
trar's office and the book store, to study, will be treated in a lec- uations in
nil sensible men. And foreAll the members the "Spectator" staff completed dean of the music department,
places
himself.
with A. S. S. C. cards. ture to be given Tuesday,- Octomost among the exponents of students
of
the
new to Seattle arrangements for the second Mr. Aklin, who has to his reccast
are
He said that success in thle sals. "■ " Mfl W r*rppt BMI i "Spectator" D.imthe MNMtI tO9 th^" rVrfcy of would remove the necessll.. Dl ber 2ft, if 10 a. re. <"; ti..■. ttte F'ttjii ord vnnip ten vr.iv.-. r*r.lJta,t, teaching and directing experience in
the Catholic Church, armed withdrawing money from the stu- le^ building, by Mr. Robert Itiisseli, who will be remembered Quarter.
this country, there havfe been
with the philosophy of the dent body treasury to meet pre- Dachy, S. J., dean of languages for 'his work in "Skidding" and
Robert Smith, Editor of the engaged
school men us expressed in the liminary expenses, and insure at Seattle College.
"The Fourflusher," and Gene Galsome of the most emiurging aIU stufjreat encyclicals of Lieo XTII
Volkey, both "Spectator," in
professors of music in the
vin
and
Lucille
nent
the
from
returns
better financial
All students having a lan- members of last year's production dents to attend, discloses that an city. Among these are Mr. and
and Plus XI on the "Conditions
effort will be made to make this Mrs. John Hopper. Mr. Francis
guage class at this hour are of "The Fourflusher."
of the Working Classes" and dance.
dance
an all-student function.
During the past week several obliged
Armstrong and Mr. Aklin. who
"lUfonstruction of the Social
to attend and any others
Technical details of the pre"While
tho Fall Informal is are to tieach piano and violin.
hundred
announcements
of
the
Order."
by
will
be
handled
memsentation
the biggest college social affair
Informal have been sent to who are interested in the subbers of the newly formed dramn of the month," said Smith, "the
Father Reidy. in a personal
Stress Property Rights
friends of the College who are re- ject are invited.
club, which is under the direction
interview,
cited th'p. cultural adop'Spectator' Dance offers nn
In these documents there is ex- minded that no tickets will be
"The primary purpose of my of Mr. Adolph Bischoff, S. J.
vantages
such a course; the
of
portunity to the students to get
pressed a doctrine of private prop- sold in advance, but the admis- lecture," said Mr. Dachy, "Is to
music, which thiis
together in an all-College affair." right to teach
erty whose full significance has sion will be collected at the door. bring home the fact that there
course, combined with existing
are
escaped the minds of the great
Several popular orchestras
The following committee has is not so much anomaly among
courses, will allow: and its value
majority of the people. It is only been appointed by the chairman
now being contacted, and it is
languages as is orthe
various
to the school as an aid to school
procure
desire
of
the
staff
to
lately that Christian economists to aid in the selection of an or- dinarily thought, even by college
the
"Although the courses
functions.
this
dunce
The
have brought to the fore the fact chestra and to make
the best possible music.
students. The second aim is to
will
bis
started
at once, as results
that these encyclicals deal with outstanding in the annals of the try to point out different methaffairs will be informal in prequestionnaire proscribe, it
Electing Margaret P € a b o d y sentation, "cords" and sweaters of the
other things than the "living College social functions: Messrs. ods of studying languages more
to have this dewage" so widely publicized. The John Peter, James Finn, Edward fruitfully."
president for the Recond consecu- being the usual attire for the is the intention
running full force durpartment
Robert
Dougherty,
Church is also waging, now as al- Blrney, John
>■
tive term, the Associated Women men.
ing the second quarter."
Mr. Dachy is well qualified to Students held their first official
ways, a battle for private prop- McCluire, George Suit, Robert
Peabody and Peggy
Margaret
he
hus
ii.-.in Urgei Ooopwatlon
speak
subject,
as
on the
Hentchell, Phillip Hargreaves ond
erty rights.
meeting of the year on Tuesday, Dougherty will head the recepmajor
the
his
Classes
will be held for the
madte
classics
the
Misses
William Miller and
October 22. for the double pur- tion committee, and, with an able
The encyclicals propound the
first few weeks at the private
O'Neill, Virginia Good- throughout his entire educational pose
Dorothy
to
choosing
officers
and
of
of
will
atpropthey
Catholic philosophy
staff of assistants,
studios of the teachers, during
Casey, Virginia course. He secured his second- discuss mid make plans for the
as which time efforts will be made
erty, that is: Man, having n man, Bernardine
tempt to make the affair
ary education at Lille, Prance,
Collman,
MarJean
Brotherton,
natural right to all the things
pleasant as possible."
He new house.
to find a suitable location for
McDonald, an d Roosendahl, Holland.
other oftloeri eleoted were:
necessary for present and fu- garet Peabody. Helen
An admission of twenty-five such lessons at, or close to, the
University
of
then
entered
the
Marlon
Mcand
Henrietta
Browne
Madeleine
Mura
vice
president,
charged.
ture subsistence, has also
school.
Louvain in Belgium, where he phy; secretary, Kay Broderick; cents per person will be
natural right, to the means of Cullough.
Dancing will continue from nine
under such noted professtudied
Rev. James McGoldrick, S. J.,
Agnes Vallquette.
Dancing will begin at 9 o'clock
treasurer.
securing those things; and
twelve-thirty.
sors as Albert Regneirs and James Helen MacDonald was appointed to
has pointed out in his letter to
a.
m.
for
continue
until
12:30
impossible
since it is
man and
According to the committee in the student body, that this forRaaijmakers.
head of a committee to select charge
to secure these necessities unThe following directions are
of the dance, all students ward Itep of the faculty, if it is
Society
entered
the
Dachy
Mr.
Assisting
drapes for the house.
less he has income from WSBMi given for those who are not acurged
to attend. The finnl to he made of value to the
London.
In
are
her are Helena Brand. Mary Cathland, or invested capital (all quainted with the location of the or Jesus in 1988 at
of the orchestra will be school, must be participated in
United
selection
1931
he
came
to
the
dirBernadine
CaThe
most
Gilmore
and
consequently
erine
Sand Point Club.
property) man
made this week and announced by the student body. "It will
sey.
has a natural right to private ect route from the College build- stales and secured the bachelor's
help a greal deal," said the Dean,
early date.
Gonzaga
degrees
at
The Junior Class project of a at an
property. Nor does the Church
Ing Is north on Broadway and and muster's
"to make this venture the big
taught mod- housewarmlng was discussed, and
Aye. N. E. to E. 65th. University. He then
only propound the abstract 10th
success it pronM s to be, by
right of man to private prop- Turn right to 35th, then left to ern languages at Mount St. Mary Rice was appointed chairthe matter to the notice
bringing
until
he
Gonzaga
Michael's
and
75th, then right on this street
erty, but tells us the practical
man to arrange for the affair.
Galvin
of your musically-minded friends."
applications of this principle to to the entrance of the Club. The came to Seattle College in 1934. Plans were made for a hot dog
siilc to be held at an early date
the workers of the world.
Clubhouse is located a short way
Electing Gene Galvin Presiunder the direction of Vivian
entrance.
from
the
Outstanding
dent, forty Seattle College stuFor Greater PrafKrftJf
C'iciiiia. According to Miss Peamorning
Tuesday
to
Among Coming
Here are the words of L.co XIII:
body, a great deal of enthusiasm dents met
Sweaters,
club. WilASSC
"If working people can be en- Students
among the women students was organize a dramatic
couraged to look forward to obgives prom- liam Russell was chosen ViceThe calendar of coming
Discussion of the forthcoming shown and this spirit
Cards To Get
taining a share in the land (likeInteri'slinj,' president and Bernadine Casey
an
events
for the next two weeks
ise
of
active
and
dance was the main business of
wise in the means of production)
received the office of Secretary. ■bow an exceptionally busy
year.
Body
meeting,
held
number
the
Student
Offering
a limited
the consequence will be that the
Mr. Adolph Bischoff, S.J., who is
time for those Who engage exOctober 18, at the K. of C. Hall.
of tiehttl ut a 10 per cent disfaculty advisor of this newlythe
gulf between vast wealth and
tensively in extra-ruiTirulnr acchairman,
gave
a Clifford Carroll, S.
Joe Brlslawn,
count to students with ASSC
formed organization, conducted
sheer poverty will be bridged
tivities.
progress of the dance
of
report
BrisJoseph
membership
cards,
over, and the respective classes
the buHine.&B of the meeting.
C.
Librarian
"October 2S Sodality. S p.
Is
New
S.
committee,
that
an
promised
"
and
will be brought nearer to on<- an- luwii. chairman for the Full
"The purpose of the club,
in. at
Oofumbui Hospital;
definitely sem 1 11cc, last
orchestra
would
be
m
Informal
co
consequence
other.
A further
Carroll, S.J., lias said .Mr. Hinchoff, 'is to keep Drama. 7:10 p. 111., at S C.
days.
few
Mr.
Clifford
a
the
next
inaugurated
new
lected
within
Wednesday
will result in the greater abundOctOb r '-'.> L.m-ii.me lecSweaters which the student* been appointed director of the alive student interest in dramaplan for advance sales of
ance of the fruits of the earth.
ture. |p. ni.. at S C, Froah
Not only those who have
year's college library. Mr. Carroll bring! tics
last
th»
colvoted
be
awarded
to
tickets
within
to
dunce
Men always work harder and lege.
in the college dramatic pro- Skating parly. !i p, in . .it Playbasketball players are to be for- a wido experience to his new parts
more readily when they work on
ductions, but all members of th»
land.
he
was
for
two
soon,
since
position,
encourage
very
Allan
presented
mally
"This plan will
tbat which belongs to them . ."
(ictoiier :tii
Internallonal
assured the years the librarian of the 50,000- club will have an opportunity to
president,
buy their tickets
Steele,
students
to
Relations, 1(1 a. ill.:
phases
Thus 1t is the object of the
of
dramacleliate.
Midiscuss
various
library
at Mount St.
is to vulume
equipment
the
Ping-pong
early,
enabling
committee
team.
Church to see wealth more equitp. in.
well
a«
to stage informal
7:30
philosophate
tics,
well
Jesuit
in
as
chael's,
prelimgirls
niontey
meet
he
for
the
as
purchased
to
to raise
meetings of the
ably distributed so that the workNovember I—Al 1
All Sain Is'
inary expenses without drawthe boye this year, according Spokane. Mr. Carroll announced programs at the
Pay, holiday Spectator dance,
ers may secure ownership of land ing on Htudent body funds. It as
resociety."
library
recently
studente that the
.had
of
unanimous
vote
to
an
and productive capital and thus
!l p. in.. K. C. hall
Members of the organization
will also make the students on a motion made by Leo Duffy. ceived severul new books and
nliuiii security for themselves,
November I PALL INFORshelf
had
include,
their
chairman
of
that
now
reference
as
well
as
htudents
from
Smith,
worth of
as
a
Robert
and, by their added interest in the conscious of tinMAL, sand POINT COUNTRY
committee, gavt, a been installed behind the desk, various dramatic groups,
many
said
Mr.
Brlathe
ASSC
cards."
Executive
things they own through divested
OLUB.
lawn.
full report on the activities of in nrji-r that books will not be prominent players from former
Kavings, work for the greater
library.
taken
out
of
the
productions.
college
that group.
prosperity of all.

Death of Ballyhoo

Did Not Kill Real
Redistribution Plan

Father

Is
Plans Laid

—

"

—

—

Robert Dachy, S. J.,
To Give Language
Lecture On Tuesday

.

Spectator To Hold
Mixer November 1
At K. C. Ballroom

■

Margaret Peabody

Reelected Women's
Student President

Dramatists Elect
President

Informal

Discuss Informal,
At Meet

With

Events

Discount
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—

.
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EDITORIAL

Friday, October 25, 1935

The Scrivener

SNAP
SHOTS

Seattle College is rapidly preparing to take its place
(Continued From Last Week.)
among the leading Catholic Colleges of the Pacific Coast.
Wllla C»thnr s Ijitor Work
Following the appearance of "The Troll OarThat statement- had it been voiced three years ago, would
den," Miss Cather was given a position on the
have caused derisive laughter from anyone interested
editorial staff of "McClure's Magazine," a posisituation
taken
on
a
enough
today
to listen. But
the
has
Subscription rate: $1.00 per year.
tion which she held for six years. During these
By
would
adBOB
Anyone
cognizant
aspect.
different
of the facts
RICHARDS
Advertising rates on application.
years of magazine work she managed to travel
mit that the statement is not without foundation.
extensively in Europe and the American southJIM ROTHSTEIN
ROBERT SMITH, Editor
west, each year acquiring a deeper knowledge
As the popular radio comedienne would say, "What have
got
present
and love of the men and women who crossed
they
that we haven't?" At
the answer would
tiling this country needs her path.
be "quite a number of things." The question is, however, is Tin*
(jfe^NPcr
Member)
an automobile with brakes as
In 1912, realizing that editorial work was hamcortege,
or tight as the driver sometimes
are these factors essential to the growth of a
pering
her literary career, Miss Cather detergets.
may they be dispensed with without affecting the stand"
"
"
mined
to
devote herself exclusively to creative
Bernard Pearce ards of an institution of higher learning until such time
Associate Editor
writing. Her first novel, "Alexander's Bridge,"
Margaret Guest
Women- Editor
bought
Hiiniot'
Cllnc
u
now pair came
Allan Steel,. as they may be acquired? Have we, at Seattle College, the of pants to match
Sports Editor
out at this time. At intervals of one or
his freshly
John Peter fundamentals necessary to place us on an educated equal
Art Bdttor
cultivated mustache. Incidently, two years, there followed a group of distinguished
with the leading colleges of the same type? Have we the Horace's resemblance to a chicken and increasingly finished novels: "O Pioneers!"
NEWS BTAFF I'liillip Hargreaves, Frank Hayes.
hawk frightened three of his in 1913. "The Song of the Lark" in 1915, "My
Peggy Dougherty, Raphael Daigle, Margaret essentials to permit us to equal and even outgrow the other
prize hens to death.
Antonia" la 1918. "Youth and the Bright MePea.lHidy. Hetty Williams.
" « "
Catholic institutions on the Pacific Coast?
—
dusa," a collection of short stories, in 1920, "One
FEATI'RE WRITERS William Thoreson. Robert
Our student enrollment nearly equals that of any
Richards. .lames Rothstein, Andrew Murray.
Jack filallagllWi after the candy of Ours" in 1922, "A Lo3t Lady" in 1923, "The
prominent
of
the
Catholic
Institutions
on
the
sale,
groans, "I've given my life Professor's House" in 1925, and "My Mortal Enmore
Phillips
Joseph
Business Manager
for charity."
emy" in 1926.
William Russell
coast. Considering the rate at which it has been inAdvertising Manager
"
"
»
Luana Livingston. Marion McCullough, Angela
any
creasing,
registration
largest
of
our
should be the
Good as these first works may be. Miss Gather's
Young, John Moriarty, Gerald McHugh.
Bob McClaire certainly fooled greatest novels have been written in the last
next
College
slope
Catholic
on
the
Pacific
within
the
Conyne
.Manager
Herbert
Circulation
his brother Bill last Saturday. Be- few years. Her
"Death Comes for the Archfive years.
fore his brother took the family bishop,"
J.
Bischoff,
Mr. Adolph
S.
Faculty Moderator
appeared in 1927, was widely
which
As for the system of education, it has long been an es- car for the night. Bob drained all acclaimed
as an American classic. "Shadows On
the oil out of the crankcase no
tablished fact that the Jesuit theory of training is far su- he
the Rock." published in 1930, was likewise concouldn't get very far.
perior to any other system. Our present faculty would
" « *
sidered an example of consummate art. If Miss
Cather
had written nothing more than these two
be a credit to any educational institution.
KITCHEN KAPERS
masterpieces she would be assured of a place
And
True, we have not the spacious campus of a number of
Miss Aggie Pidltch, our culother colleges. But, while a magnificent structure and inary expert, says: "Don't throw among the greatest American authors.
While the latest
books, "Obscure Desnumerous facilities add a pleasant environment to a school, away old window screens; they tinies," published Cather
1932, and "Lucy Oayheart,"
make
excellent
in
soup
strainers.
An
they are not essential and do not contribute a great deal old outboard motor can be easily Which was published this year,
By WILLIAM THORESON
are not equal to
either to the development of mind or character. It is often converted into an efficient egg her previous works, they are nevertheless novels
beater. Potatoes, beets and car- of exquisite workmanship
Last night marked the opening of the Seattle true that those who labor under difficulties receive more
and delicate perception.
rots can be quietly cubed by toss- For deftness of touch it
everything
is
those
for
whom
would be diffcult to surgood
from their work than
Repertory Playhouse's eighth consecutive seaing them into an electric fan."
pass the long stories included in "Obscure Des« » *
son, with one of the most talked-of works of made as simple as possible.
tinies," and for character delineation "Lucy GayNeither have we a nationally famous football team. At j Ah, well, life lias its compen- heart" Is equal to the best novels
one of America's most famous dramatists: "The
being written
time, while a good football team is often a credit sations. Those at the head of the today.
Hairy Ape" by Eugene O'Neill. "The Hairy Ape" the same
banquet table make the speeches,
college, and results In much favorable publicity as while
At present Miss Cather lives in New York,
is ■ powerful and impressive social drama which to its
those at the foot of the
when she is not traveling in Europe or in her
replenishing
coffers,
well
the
it
is
not
an
aid
to
the
as
story
is
built
table
the
eat
carries a universal appeal. The
" extra
" *salads.
beloved southwest. Hers has been, and still is,
\,i. an institution, but instead often
around the central figure of Yank Smith, fire- educational standards
essentially a life of refinement, distinguished
proves detrimental.
We've read, recently, of bread
man on a trans-Atlantic liner, who is proud of
alike for its simplicity and its record of superb
which
will
five
keep
years
large
college
withWe have not iiiany of the frills of a
the fact that he is a vital and essential part of
deteriorating.
out
Father Peront- achievement.
they will come in time. But (what is more important)
that
eau
this
awakening
says
greatly
surpasses
to
the
fact
his
rude
life. It is
the essentials solid foundations in various
the previous college student's recwe
have
and
his
renot
count
as a mere worker he did
ord of a four years' loaf.
sciences, v thorough instruction in scholastic philos" *
sultant struggle with himself to make himself
business,
ophy, a sensible training in the elements of
If local theater owners would
believe that the other half does not count, but
By Margaret Guest
and a comprehensive course in the fine arts.
scrape the gum off the seats ocwho
kipd
rtp,cou>-.}.
really
.
is
he
his
that it.
and
Above all,Iwe have the morale—^ sort » of pioneering casionally, they wouldn't be
If we women students have had any lurking
that makes for an intensely powerful story of the spirit that grips those who participate in the development troubled with folks sitting
doubts about our ability to "get together" on a
tbrouglh
the
same
oapital
and labor.
conflict between
of a new project. This spirit, carried over from former
" * show
" twice. project and ''put it over," they have been comJack Rustad, as Yank Smith, is the "show." years, is evidenced in even larger proportions than before.
pletely destroyed by the success of the Candy
Leo (B. J.) Duffy plpi's up
Taking
through
through.
It is his show
and
Mr. Rustad
all the factors into consideration the conclusion "Man will never regard woman Sale, which, though insignificant enough in itUnless all present indications are faulty, as his equal until he can slap self, assures us of success in all future endeavors
carries an extremely difficult part in a manner is inevitable.
back, tell her a funny to which we apply our united
which is convincing and thrilling to the audience; we who are now at Seattle College will look back on our her on the
efforts.
story, and borrow a dollar from
Burton \V. James, as Paddy, the Irish sailor who college days of pioneering days when we helped to build
her.
—
It occurred to me that the staid old halls of
" " *
lives in the past, in the past of sailing schoonColleges on
with
the
finest
Catholic
a
school
that
ranks
S. C. must have felt a bit "silly," what with ribers with "masts which swept the sky." adds a
Society Slant
bons, bows, and whatnots! Undoubtedly it was
touching part which Is in contrast to the swift the Pacific Coast.
The official organ of the Associated Students of
Seattle College, published on alternate Fridays of
the scholastic year.
Business address: Broadway and Marlon, Seattle. Wash.
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HI-LITES
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By The Way....

"

—

Phyllis Barker, talented
the show.
newcomer to the Playhouse, has a charming personality and adds an extra something to the part
of Mildred Douglass, daughter af a millionaire
steel manufacturer.
tempo of

Dates, Luncheons, Paper Bags And Crumbs
Thrive In Library As Students Moan Fate
Some one invades the perfect get up and leave!
Now we meet the public spiritstudy hall flops down and beed young person who arrives in
gins to elucidate about last evethe Library, pounces upon the
ning's date, while some poor man only reference book for a class
tries to find the cube root of an of twenty, removes the book from
irrational number.
further circulation for that day
Then there is the menace Who and then forgets to return it.
insists on eating his or her lunch
And gentlemen, do tell about
as they do their reference work how much you won or lost playand leaving crumbs scattered ing Black Jack in your "smoke
hither, thither and yon. The rat- filled dungeon;" after all, otudies
tling of paper bags proves an matter very little when we can
added incentive to any industri- improve our minds by listening
ous student not to work but to such enlightening discourse!

—

Aside from the excellent standard of acting,
the new and impressionistic settings designed by
Virginia Miller, held the attention of everyone
present. These settings came in for more discussion and compliments than any other settings
that the Playhouse has had for many years. Although each of the eight scenes of the play are
outstanding, the forecastle, stokehole and I. W.
W. settings were really the most unusual, and
drew more attention than the others. With the
combination of outstanding acting, unusual and
superb directing, the Playhouse scores a notable
opening for its eighth season.

—

—

—

—

"

"

"

—

Inquiring Reporter Gets Faculty Opinion
Concerning Italo---Ethiopian Conflagration

The Penthouse Players' iproduction of Philip
'
Barry's "Holiday is drawing very favorable comment from habitues of this well known little theatre. Outstanding in the cast were Betty Nuzum
as Linda Seton, and Robert Gray as Johnny Case.
Robert Mayberry, who carried a most difficult
By Frank Hayes
part, as Ned Seton, deserved the applause of the
No matter what we'd like to
audience for his characterization of the ironical believe concerning the Italo-Ethldrunken brother.
oplan crisis, it is becoming eviItaly will obtain in
The Cornish Theater will house the students dent that
Ethiopia what sihe has set out
Meremblum,
internationally
of Peter
famous vio1

Salignac d'Auprez-

Discomtesss
their first experience as the object of feminine
Ferronier is expected on Friday
from Paris and will join her foibles.
mother. Mrs. Kate O'Leary, of the
And while were in the mood let's give our28rd Avenue O'1/earys.
* *
selves a pat on the back for the good turnout
Schweitzer, Ilutler and McCul- for dramatics. "Guess we've got school spirit!"
lougli, from appearances, must
have played a little football themTry-out Tidbits: Lucille Volkey winning a large
selves on the Pullman trip.
part in the new production with the line: "I'll
»
»
have you know I'm no small person"; Betty WilBill Russell is planning on getliams, naturalness personified in a cute skit;
ting a head start on his career
by giving First Aid lectures to Jack Moriarty raising lumps to our throats with
a group of Junior Y. L. I. girls, a touching rendition of Poor Little Joe; Betty
Take McFee winning chuckles with her Interpretation
ages thirteen to fifteen.
of a gal from 42nd Street; Bunny Casey in a
care of yourself,* Bill.
*
convincing portrayal of a reporter gone highNo cover cliai-Rcs Good Food brow.
—Fine Music— OH YEAH?

to acquire.

linist, in the .first of a series of concerts, Tuesday evening, October 29. Friday evening, Nov.

Italy has made few concessions
since the inauguration of thin
1, Anneimarie Henle, Ph. D. of the University of (campaign, and when these concesHeidelberg, will lecture on "America's Contribu- ,sions were made, one always retIOO to Art." This lecture, which promises to be ceived a more favorable grant
of extreme interest, will be complimentary to the Ithan tfhe gave.
public.
There Is little chance of effective arbitration due to the deterIlilites: "Tobacco Road" is now in its fourth mination of the Ethiopian emI peror, Halle Selassie, to retain his
year, with 78S performances ohalked up.
wonder If an uctor doesn't get just a bit weary .sovereignty. So, it seems, Musafter 78S nights in the same part? Ethel Barry- solini will continue his "forced
more graced an eastern summer theatre with her Ipersuasion" until his goal haa
presence for a revival of a famous play. The been reached, which is, of course,
virtually
summer theatres, or "barns," as they are known Ethiopia. a complete annexation of
in the lingo of the theatre, have been holding
Since these facts are quite apsway in the east for several seasons and are
parent, this reporter interviewed
Just beginning to take hold in the south and one of the members of the facRalph Knowles, former ODea boy, (ulty of Seattle College in order
west coast.
ia making good at the Playhouse.
ito obtain
the opinions of the

,

.
.

''

j

Church on war in general, but
particularly applied to the ItaloEthioplan affair. The following
enlightening statement was obtained from the Reverend Raymond Nichols, S. J.. head of the
history department.
"History shows us that many

Wai's of the Middle Ages received
"coll little*] blSlting. For instance, William the Conqueror In-

vaded BniUnd with the papaJ
Even
blessing on his banner.
Popes themselves have sent troopa
to conquer territory. But times
change, and today with democratic forms of government, and
a world-wide press, the people
ih BMITM can be appealed to, In
order iliat Justice might be done
to all nations.
"Society has progressed ho that
war slum M no longer be the stern
necessity that It was in former
ages.
Most of the nations of

are united
which should be v

Europe

by a league
peaceful In-

strument by whirl, tin- |uil .'ainiH

of all nations might be satisfied.

"In the light of this fact,

—

Myrdie

Lecture: What did you

get in the test,

as Helen?

for other reasons, the
present Holy Father condemns
war. Does he also condemn penetrution of Italian armies into
Abyssinia? It would not be wise
to answer this question before
the Holy Father himself has made
a definite pronouncement, but It
would seem that the Italian invasion could be justified, as was the
Invasion of William into England
-nine seven hundred and fifty
years ago.
"However, that invasion never
thrt'iitened a world war. The
presient Italian invasion does. And
so we cannot make an accurate
comparison between a distant past
and the present. Should the present military activities lead to a
world catastrophe similar to that
>f 1914, Italian leaders could only
r*frel they had not tried with
greater patience and peaceful
means to acquire an outlet for
their growing population and new
sources of raw materials."
well as

And we have been requested to announce that
Cad Corrigan, one of the big men around school,
has a brother in school who is a Freshman and
also a big man In his own way.

Helen MacDonald; A
Myrdie: A what?

Helen: A "B".

—

A new problem for teachers to figure out
how to convince girl students, like Marian McCullough, for Instance, that the Freshman Comp.
classroom is not exactly the place to knit, at
least not during class.
And Father Iteidy 'suggests for the benefit of
Invalids: put a bucket of water on the back of
the wheelchair and attach an outboard motor.
Nominations for clever yarn-spinners: Betty
Williams and Dorothy Robinson. Warning: Don't
let them pull the wool over your eyes!!
A vote of thanks to Mrs. Keefe tor the interest and generosity she has shown towards the
girls in their House-furnishing project.
And By The Way, let's make big successes of
the Spectator Dance and the Freshman Skating
party.
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Steele Says.........
Huskies Coast
Champs?

Bulldogs To Try

St. Mary's
" " Slipping
"

Broncos
" "Crippled
"

*

*Passing
* *

*

»

Maroon Sports
. . AND

ALLAN STEELE
Editor

HUSKIES, STANFORD,
PRIMED FOR CRUCIAL
CLASH ON SATURDAY

THE HUSKIES WERE ASLEEP

Now is the time of the year that all of the bankers, bakers, barbers,

and a few critics are gathering in little huddles, getting ready to pick the football champions. They're
all set to settle the issue of the national champion, who
should be called Ail-Americans, and other questions of

Cardinal Backfield Squad
Same As Last Year's
Champions

import

in the gridiron world.
But after they're all through, you
want to bet your small change
that their selections won't be
Trying to forecast the
right.
champions in football is like trying to pick the horses; sometimes you do, but most of the
time you don't
Here In the Northwest we have
a shining example of the popular
pastime of forecasting. Early in
the season the experts were picking Washington State to lead the
Coast Conference parade. Now
they're all pointing sur.prisedly at
the strength of the Washington
Huskies. It's a long trail to the
end of the football season, but
if the Huskies are on top of the
pile at the finish, they'll make
suckers of a long list of predictors.

.

the
seem that
success of football
teams at most colleges runs in
cycles. Here on the Coast Santa
Clara, St. Mary's, Gonzaga, and
a few other teams seem to be
The success on tbe
slipping.
It

would

strength and

gridiron that they have experienced during the last college
generation is waning.

A few years ago Southern California was the top. Now the
Los Angeles school is in the dolThe same comparison
drums.
could be made of Notre Dame.
At the time that U.S.C. was at
its height, Notre Dame was taking regular beatings. Now the
Irish from South Bend are again
winning back their name of the
Ramblers, the king-pins of the
game.
* *
♥

When Washington faces Stanford tomorrow in the Husky stadium, it will be like repeating a
memorable chapter of the gridiron sport.
Just ten years ago, a Washington team, insipired with hopes of

HUSKY SHOWS POWER
IN 21-0 WIN OVER
WASHINGTON STATE

By Eddie Schweitzer
Not since days of Enoch Bagshaw has a Washington team administered as great a beating to
a Washington State team as that
inflicted by the Huskies last Saturday. The final score was Washington. 21, Washington State. 0,
but that doesn't spell the great
battle that was waged out on>
Roger's field before the recordbreaking crowd of 20,000 people.
On the second play of the
game, Haines. cutting around his
own left end, swerved back
through left tackle and
sprinted 70 yards through a
broken field for a touchdown.
Logg place-kicked the extra point.
Phelan's men came right back
in the third quarter with a determined vehemence to make It
two touchdowns. Haines passed
to Logg for a first down on the
cougar's 3 0-yard marker.
The
Hollingberry line stiffened momentarily, but on the second try
Nowogrowski made 4 yards on a
line-buck. Cain whipped a forward pass to Lazarlsvlch for firet
down on the 16-yard stripe.
Two reverses gained 2 yards.
Haines went around end to the 9yard line. Nowogrowski smashed
through to the 4, and then
cracked the line twice to carry
the ball to the 1-yard line. Cain
sliced over tackle for a touchdown. Logg converted the extra

line and wriggled to the
Haines
Cougars' 19-yard line.
plowed through for 3, and then
Nowogrowski, on a reverse, made
it first down on the 8-yard lin,e.
After Nowogrowski made 2 yards,
Washington took time out. Nowogrowski on a reverse went to
the 4, and then took it through
center for 2 yards. Austin, on a
reverse around end, packed the
ball over for a touchdown. IyOgg
converted the extra point.
WashDrivei on the game
ington State made eleven first
downa to Washington's nine, most
of them coming in the last quarter against the Husky reserves
Washington tried four
passes, three beiing good
Washington State tried 18, only
Washfr being successful
ington intercepted 4 passes
Washington amassed 247 yards
from passes and scrimmage, as
Cuddehack.
against 182
Stanford scout, enthused over the
Father
Washington showing
Meagher and Dorothy O'Neil, Seattle Co 1 1 c g c representatives,
whooping 1t up for the mighty
Ticket scalpmen of Phelan .
Usual
ers reaping a harvest
price for a $2.50 ticket was $5
One boy offering guest box
tickets at $15, the special selling
argument being they were under
" 40,000 words were
cover
handled by the telegraph office
Brougham callon the game
ing Haines an all-Americun and
Ooddard putting up a valiant
one-man stand for the Holling-

stars, gave Washing- yard

* * *

Short Slants: The Gonzaga
take to
the air in an effort to defeat
In' the recent
Washburn
World Series Jim Casey was
pulling for the Chicago Cubs.
During his recent trip, as a
gne#t of AI Sohuss he sat on
the Oub bench and watched
Harry Kipke,
them play
Michigan coach, is still using
his famous punt and pass, but
bfl evidently has forgotten his
O'Doa and S*"attle
prayer
Prep are Netting a precedent In
renewing their rivalry twice in
The. Santa Clara
one year
team lias most of Its first te«m
hackfield on the hospital Ust
Bob Bellinger, former Gonzaga and Seattle I'iop tackle,
is playing pro football for the
Bob
New York Giants
weighs 220 pounds, and In by
ten |m.nnils the lightest man In
The products of
Hie line
Hie latfl Knutc Kockne'H foothull teams are still doing all
right In the coaching world.
Bulldogs are going to
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Madium.
With Stanford, coast champions of 1934, having th<> wme
backfield acet appearing in the
line-up, the Huskies face a battle
perhaps harder than th.c one they
expected last Saturday at Pullman.

I'll < :<>"lil:i t-i1 getting awny a 54-yard' <|iiick-kirk
in tbe iii -i ii.-iif "i (In* game between Washington
and W. S. C. la.st Saturday at Pullman, to put the
.in I l><>ui;hi-.
Husky back on it.s heels. No. 31) is I
pbt|
Roger
by
ix-inK blocked out or tinitouKhcr-

Panthers And Irish
Will Tangle Nov. 2
On AuditoriumField
'

The Seattle Prep Panthers are
scheduled to meet the ODea Irish
again on Saturday, November 2.
This is the first time in the history of the two schools that the
rival teams have met twice in
the same season. This second
game is drawing as much attention as the first game and promises to be even a better battle
than the last one.
Both teams have played at least
one game since thedr last engagement. Both have defeated St.
Martin's with decisive scores.
ODea lost an engagement with
lakeside, 16 to 0. So with these
games under their belts the teams
are sure to give good performACM.
It will not be the case, as in
the last tussle, of two green
But,
teams racing each other.
instead, there will be two limooth
fighting machines with utrong
lines and speedy backfields,
teama determined to bring back
victory to their own school. Both
cannot win. -ODea wants to
avenge its last two defeats. Seattle Prep weeks a third successive victory.
So when the oval is first kicked
off next Saturday ntght It will
see many liard fought moments
before it Is finally brought to
rest.
It will pay you to come and
see Carroll, Roberts and Nestor
fighting for the Prep against

imoAinvAY
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DKMVKKY
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John L. Corrigan
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ATT< >X XX V-AT-LAW

And

DRY CLEANERS
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OCTONEK KNITTING CO.
OITKITH rX>H HKllXd
Creators of Chunned liUiul Knitted Sportswear
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SKATINCJ
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ty, shining WaahtngfcM

A -new light wa.s given to

tbe basketball situation yes-

terday, with the announcement
by the faculty (hat .lorry Donovan, former star of the Olym(Mud

basketball teams, is

being contacted in hopes of securing his services as coach of
(he

Washing-

ton OMne bark in tbe second half, however, to
scon- 14 point! and a brilliant 21-O triumph over
the fiKhtiiiK OoogaM. The victory broke a niiiefamr winniiiK streak of Washington State on
Honor's field.

May Contact Donovan
To Coach Hoop Squad

pic

—

Mate fullback.

Seattle College basketball

team,

Donovan played on several
teams at (lie famous San Francisco club, .mhl Is at present
n star outfielder of the Seattle
baseball team, of the Pacific
Coast League.
\V it h this announcement
also comes the information
that a scheule is bi'ing worked
on for the coming season. Attempts are being made to nrraiigr games with several colleges in the Xorlhwrst.

Schlosser and Churchill of O'Dea.
And these men are sure to be
backed up by their teams with
every ounce of fight that Is in
them.

Alert Bear Eleven
In RapidComeback
With "Stub" Allison
California, after nearly a decade, is on the way back to the
pinacle they occupied under the

—

regime of Andy Smith when his
men gained the name of the wonder team by winning fifteen
straight games.
Last Saturday
they defeated Santa Clara, 6-0.
Previously they had beaten St.
Mary's. 10-0; Oregon, 6-0, and
two Southern California Conference teams in their opening
breather.
They are the only unbeaten,
untied and unscored on major
tciim in tlie west, and, although
they have yet to play three topDOtoh opponents, they seem to
have the inside track for a date
at the Rose Bowl, December 31.
Washington, r. c. L, A. and
Stanford are the stumbling
Mocks which California must
overcome, and of these Washington looks strongest. Prom where
I sit the victor in this battle is
d (inch for the pennant.

Jimmy Phelan's boys came out
dl' last week's scrap in wonderful condition, receiving only the
usual bumps from the game.
Chuck Bond is the only member
of the regulars whose playing will
be in doubt tomorrow,
After their performance last
week, the Huskies will go into
the Cardinal game rated a much
better team, but they will have
to be on their toes, because after
the setback Stanford suffered at
the hands of U. C. L. A. the
Cards are .fighting mad. and are
not intending to loa^ another
game.
With Bobby Grayson, the Stanford fullback in the lineup, the
Cardinals are greatly streiißthened and will furnish the Huskies
plenty of competition.
Murray Cuddeback, Stanford
scout, after witnessing the W.
S. C. fracas, carried the information back to Tiny Thornhill that
the Washington eleven Is the
finest team to a p p c a r on the
Coast since Knut,? Rockne's 1930
edition of No.tre Dame. which
walloped Southern California, 28
to 0, in one of the .greatest upsets in modern football.
Stanford's warriors will enter the game on Uhe short end
Washington is a
of the odds.
10 to 9 favorite to triumph.

Pettinger Co.

"

We Service and Sell
AllMakes

"

Typewrltem,

Adding Machines and other Office
K'<|iii|)iueiit

J. W. Pettinger
m<;k.

IO.T Cherry St.

Students of Seattle College
announce their

Fall Informal
to be held at

cause.

I6MFUMI Avenue

tlie Huskies have another

tough hurdle to go over tomorrow against the Standford I'tilversity eleven at the U. of W.

Ham c s Sparks Attack
With 70- Yard Run
For Score

a Conference championship, point.
fought a great Stanford team to
Washington scored their last
a standstill. And in defeating tally
in the fourth quarter. Cain
them, that Husky team, led by
took
the
ball on the Cougars' 46Tesreau,
Elmer
Wilson,
George
and other
only
ton its greatest "team and its
chanvpionshlp.
Conference
What will happen tomorrow
may be a replica of that game of
another year, and in victory the
Washington team will be the
leading contender for the title.

X >\v that the University of
Washington has completed one of
the toughest games on its 1935
schedule against Washington

Sand Point Country Club
9:30 p. m., Saturday, November 9, 1935
Joe Bowen's Flying Birds
Dollar a Couple

MA, H'2(Hl
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A.W.S.C. Announces DEBATING SOCIETY
SODALITIES OBTAIN Sister Gabriel Of
Is Subject
M.
Gotteland
Success of Candy
School of Nursing
OUTLINEOF COURSE Wins Prized Award
For Personal Interview Sale Last Friday SELECTS OFFICERS.
DATE FORMEETINGS
FOR CURRENT YEAR
Society For Propagation
Of Faith Discussed;
Officers Named
At the first Sodality meeting
of the year, held last Monday,
October 14, at the Providence
Hospital, Rev. Howard Peronteau, S. J. and Rev. John Prange.
S. J., moderators of the men's
and women's Sodalities, presented
an outline of the Sodality's work
for the coming year.
The program includes, among
other things, a series of discussions on various phases of modern Atheism, and the "Life of
Christ," the Church's answer to
Atheism.
This first meeting was opened
■with a brief mental prayer. Following the prayer. Father Prange
spoke on the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, one of
the Sodality's projects. Father
explained that great spiritual
"benefits are derived from aiding
the missionaries, who are at
present in dire need of support.'
■'The keynote of Catholic Action,
he said, "is the propagation of the
faith."
Father Peronteau, in addressing the group, stressed the importance of Catholic Action in
defending the Faith against the
onslaught of modern errors. "We
"must realize how faith has been
taken away from America," he
said. "It is no longer a Christian country. The only Christian
attempt in this country is the
New Deal, which is a transitory
thing."
Following the discussion of the

year's work, members of the Soan election of officers.
The results of the election are
as follows: Prefect of the Men's
Sodality, Cadwell Corrigan; viceprefect, Herbert Conyne; secretaThe
ry-treasurer, James Casey.
prefect of the Women's Sodality is
Agnes Valiquette; vlce-presfect,
Antoinette Thompson, of Providence Hospital; and the secretary-treasurer is Miss Boiselle,
also of Providence Hospital.
dality held

Playland Skating
Rink
I'LAVLAND PARK

S. W. OLSON, Mgr.

Bpeetal llat<'« for Parties
Pipe Organ Music

Open from: 1 p. in., to 5 p. m.;

to 11 p. m.
PbOM Sl'. 1285, Seattle, Wn.
7:30 p.

m.

"We Sell Heat"

United
Fuel Co.
1329 Northlake
MElrose 1515

Si»ter John Oabriel. a member
of the Providence Order, and head
of the nursing Rchool at Seattle
College, has been recently awarded the Honorary Fellowship
munied by the American College
of Hospital Administrators of St.
Louis.
This is but one of the many
honors attained by Sister John
during her nursing career. She has had many years of
(iabriel

hospital experience since receiving her bachelor of arts degree at
the University of Washington.
"Much of this time has been spent
in nursing education.
She has been vice-president of
the Washington State Hospital

Association, and has held the
name office in the Seattle Hospital Council. Sister Gabriel haa
the
held the chairmanship of
Legislative
Committee of the
Washington State League of Nursing Education and the WashingAssociation.
ton State Nurses'
She spent part of this year in
Washington. D. C, as a member
of the Advisory Committee of the
Hospital Board in connection with
the Committee on Economic Security.

She has been a member of
numerous other planning and ad-

visory committees in the hospital, nursing and affiliated fields,
as well as being the author of

books

several articles and

on

nursing problems.
At present Sister

Gabriel Is
Educational Director of the Sis-

BY BERNADINE CASEY
Who Is the elusive French gen- rharaeteristlc politeness. Monsieur
tleman with the charming smile. replied that he has been here too
who can be ttee-n in the corridor short a time to say, but he does
every noon? Well, girls and boys, think the American government
here is the "lowdown." One lively tries to help its people.
student has had the privileges of
"What do you think of Seattle,
interviewing the new French Monsignor?" "Oui, Je la1m c
beaucoup!" He likee 111 He thinks
teacher for the "Spectator."
Monsieur Is a real Parisian, full Seattle is situated uniquely, with
name: Jacques Roget Gotteland. its mountains, seas, lakes and
He came to this country only 13 beautiful country. But 'he is not
inon:lia
ago. Arriving at Ssn fond of the rain!
Pedro, he spent some time in Cali"There Is a difference between
fornia, then came to Seattle. In the American and French system
Paris he attended the Lycee Con- of education, but," says Monsieur
dorcet and L'ecole des Beaux Gotteland, "that is too lengthy
Arts (institution of learning) nnd and difficult to explain."
Monsieur knew th? Jesuits In
fiiiUlied in 1931. While in school
he made a special study of archi- France, and says that the best edtecture, and his maim purpose in ucated and most cultured people
coming to this country was to there are products of Jesuit
■tad; American styles of archi- schools. (We agree with him!)
tecture. Another important re:i- It was through Father McGoldRon, of course, was to learn Eng- rick that he came to Seattle Collish. He doeß nobly! At pres- lege.
Besides architecture, his favorent he is under the tutelage of a
well-known Seattle architect. ITia ite studies (pleasures too) nre
ambition? You've guessed it!
music and the arts. He spends
Monsignor Gotteland has done much time at the Seattle Public
Library. Special recreational hoba wee bit of traveling, too. Other
skating
countries he has visited are Eiik- bies are swimming, ice
ljnd, Norway and Sweden, and he and "archer et observer."
"I am very proud to be here
has seen about all of France. He
French. Ifind the stuintends to remain here at least teaching
agreeable and charming,
one more year; then he would dents only
wish I could speak
like to go to Algeria. (Oh, to and I
fluently
enough to exEnglish
world!)
the
travel and to see
When asked what he thinks of press my appreciation of Seattle
College."
the American government, with and Seattle

—

Alumni Officers To Two S. C. Coeds Get
the election of officers in the
Be Elected Nov. 3 Frosh Scholarships staff.
The results are as follows,
Casey,
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Luncheon Is Success
Announcing that the second
bridge luncheon on Thursday, October 17, under the auspices of

the Junior Class Mothers' Club
was a decided success, plans are
being made by the Sophomore
Class Mothers for their party,
which will be held in the early
part of November.
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Discussing the topic. "Resolved: That the present fashion
of formal evening dress for men
should he abolished," the first
debate of the present year was
held at the regular weekly meeting of the Seattle College Debating Society, Tuesday evening,
October 22, at the College building.
New business acted upon at the
meeting included the election of
officers for the coming year.
Harold Millett was elected president; Jane Prouty, vice-president
and John Prouty, secretary-treas-

urer.
The date of the next meeting

was postponed until Wednesday
evening, as Tuesday, the usual
meeting date, is also the date
of the Freshman Skating Party.
The question for discussion at
the next meeting is. "Resolved:
That the Federal government
should take steps to put an end
The affirmative
to lynching."
will be upheld by Angela Young,
Phillip Hargreaves and Frances
Deacy, while the negative cause
will be argued by Mary Frances
O'Connell, Emme'tt Buckley and
Mary McNulty.

Clyde's Home Cafe
<il:t E. Pike St.

Home Cooked Meals 25c

Photo-Movie Studio
ERNST BROH.
Portraits, Photo-Movies
Christmas Cards, Enlarging
Coloring

A. WINTERS

. ..

go

310 SENECA

MA. »«88

end the perfect

evening
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Millett Named President;
Jane, John Prouty
Take Office

FI'RRIERS, TAILORS
CLEANERS

to the

SILK HAT

110 Broadway North

1800 Olive Way
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Instruments and Supplies

FAIRMOUNT DAIRY

for
Pre-Medieal and Nursing
Students

MALTED MILKS

R. W. Myres Co., Inc.

»4 STEWART

182fl Sixth Aye.

PUGET SOUND
NEWS
I
IK*I. 2nd

Aye.

MA. <lI>BI

Pat's Barbeque
"
Breakfast Lunches
Dinner
Beer and Wine

1118 12th Aye., P, J. Gallagher
E.-\nt 2280

Christmas Cards
Fountain Pens and Pencils
Loose Leaf Note Books

CREESY OFFICE

MIKE COLLINS
Is located "I »O0 East Pine St.

CIGARS

SUPPLY CO.

- TOBACCOS,

ETC.

NIB First Aye., Kveliange I.Mi;.

BBneca 1109

Delicious Food

-

Have l.iincli at Our Fountain
ReasonBest of Everything
School Supplies
ably Priced

-

Broadway Hall Pharmacy
(or.

Broadway and Madison

CApital
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SEATTLE COLLEGE

BOOK STORE

I^wly Assistant

John Kalin
Funeral Home
JOHN KAIJN, Mgr.
82:1 Broadway and Marlon

Office
ICE ARENA
BALLARD
Drj and taooth
Tin-

Mothers' Club Bridge

Pioneer Bakery
1320 East Alder

ipresi-dent of the

'Bernadine

Awarding bwo scholarships thi3 branch; Frank Carmody, viceyear, Seattle College placed Miss president; and Torn MoCrea, secRosanne Flynn and Miss Patricia retary.
Miller on the enrollment list. The
The group has twenty-five
young ladies, both from Holy members. Misa Casey will give
Names Academy, Obtained highest instructions to the girls assisting
scholastic rating in the four hour in the library and Frank Carscholarship examination.
mody will be in charge of the
A scholarship was also award- iboys. Mr. Clifford Carroll, S. J.,
ed Gerald Dlemert on the librarian, expressed the opinion
strength of proving himself to be that the library would be betthe most outstanding and scholar- tered during the course of the
ly student during the last four year Iby several important imyears at ODea High School.
provements.

No.

EAst 4077

Bernadine Casey
Library President
Organizing the library into an
efficient department necessitated

ters of Charity of Providence in
Election of officers is the
the Northwest, as well being head main purpose of the S. C. Alumni
School
at
Seattle
Nursing
of the
Breakfast meeting to be held on
College.
Sunday, Nov. 3. at SeattQe Prep
School following Mass in the
School chapel.
Present officers of the OTKanlzation are Howard Sylvester, who
has held the office of president
The Seattle College branch of for two consecutive years; Harry
Club,
the International Relations
Hazel Jr., vice-president; John
under the direction of R©v. Mau- Young, secretary; Tom Duffy,
J.,
will
hold
Meagher,
S.
rice M.
treasurer.
its first meeting of the year,
Forty-five Alumni members atWednesday morning at ten o'- tended the first meeting, of the
The club is a Carnegie group on Sunday Oct. 6. The
clock.
foundation and has branches in gathering was representative of
most colleges and universities graduating classes as far back as
throughout the United States. It twelve or fifteen years. Guest
was established to further the speaker for the meeting was
cause of world peace. The first Howard LeClatr. Attorney for the
session Will feature a discussion Washington State Liquor Control
of the Italo-Ethiopian conflict. Board, and the subject of his disThe program includes a paper course was "the wholesome efdepicting the geographical, eco- fect of distribution of liquor by
nomic, and social background of the State LiquoT Board."
Allan Steele, President of the
Abyssinia, by Thelma Woods; a
Body,
defense of Ethiopia by Phillip ri at tie College Student
gathering about the
Hargreaves; and a support of the spoke to the
Italian side by Thomas Scanlon. present activities of the student
plans for the year.
After the matter has been sub- body and their
mitted, the various members of
"open Fr. Beezer To Conduct
the club will have an
house" and endeavor to reach a
Seminar In Chemistry
decision concerning this latest
peace.
threat to world
A seminar in Chemistry is being conducted by Rev. Gerald
Beezer, S. J., head of the
Kli 2m3 R.
Open Bveminsa
Chemistry department. Classes
are held each Tuesday afternoon
Harvey Sport Shop
at 2:00 o'clock.
Father Beezer, who is super1010 Terry
vising tIM group, has made a
SADIE HARVEY
Avenue
specialized study of chemistry
Manager
and is now working for his doctorate.
The class is open to all students who have had one year of
college chemistry and who have
an interest in any phase of pure

MOORE'S

Completely selling out their
stock before the sale had been
in progress more than two
hours, the A. W. S. C. announced that the net profit from
their candy sale, held Friday,
October 18, was close to ten dollars.
Expressing themselves as highly satisfied with the results, those
in charge of the affair disclosed
that the money will be added to
a fund to be used in furnishing
their House with window drapes.
Rita Lynch was named the winner of a box of chocolates in a
raffle held in conjunction with
the sale.
The committees in charge of
the sale announced that the spirit
of cooperation, especially on the
part of the men students, was
highly encouraging, and expressed the hope that it will continue
through future endeavors on the
part of the girls to furnish the
House.
Committees in charge of the
sale were: General chairman,
Helena Brand; Candy, Margaret
Pealbody and Lisle MacDonald;
■Decorating and Selling, Angela
Young and Betty Williams; Publicity, Helen MacDonald and Margaret Guest.

Dempsey's
Pharmacy

a we carry a oqmpura lot ok studknt
nipplies

" Ink
" Pencils
" Typewriters
" Typing Paper
" Laboratory Aprons
" Loose Leaf Fillers
" Loose Leaf Holders

Telephone CA. 4800
235 Broadway North
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